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Abstract

Techniques for the nonparametric estimation of probability distributions are reviewed. Methods are divided
into two categories for estimation problems: those applied to situations in which individual data is available,
and those where only aggregate data is available. For each technique, the general ideas, strengths, and weak-
nesses of the corresponding methodology are discussed. In addition, the generation of estimates of not only the
parameter distributions but also any structural parameters that are constant across the population is outlined.
When discussing various techniques, particular consideration is given to the theory behind finite dimensional
approximations (since the space of measures on a viable parameter space Θ is an infinite dimensional space)
in the development of computational methodologies. Additional issues, such as consistency of the estimation
procedure, are considered when appropriate. Various sample problems on which the methods can be applied
are referenced throughout the review.

Key words: Inverse problems, nonparametric probability distributions, least squares, maximum likelihood,
finite dimensional approximations, computational methodologies.
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1 Motivation

In the mathematical modeling of physical and biological systems, the case often arises where some facet of the
underlying dynamics (in the form of a parameter) is not constant but rather is distributed probabilistically within
the system or across the population under study. While traditional inverse problems involve the estimation, given
a set of data/observations, of a fixed parameter contained within some admissible set, models with distributed
parameters require the estimation of a probability measure or distribution over the set of admissible parameters.
This problem is well-known to both applied mathematicians and statisticians and both schools have developed
their own set of tools for the estimation of a measure or distribution over a set. Not surprisingly, the methods
developed by the two schools are best suited to the particular types of problems most frequently encountered in
their respective fields. As such, the techniques for measure estimation (along with their theoretical justifications)
are widely scattered through the literature in applied mathematics and statistics, often with few cross references
to related ideas.

In this report we provide a survey of some the techniques from both fields, paying particular attention to the
theoretical underpinnings of the various methods as well as to computational issues which result from the theory.
Throughout this report, we will focus on the nonparametric estimation of a probability measure. That is, we want
to establish a meaningful estimation problem while simultaneously placing a minimal set of restrictions on the
underlying measure. The fully parametric case (that is, when the form of the underlying measure is assumed to be
known and determined uniquely by a small number of parameters, for example, its mean µ and covariance matrix
Σ) can be considered as a standard parameter estimation problem over Euclidean space for which computational
strategies are well-known and readily available.

Not surprisingly, the applicability of various techniques for the nonparametric estimation of a probability
measure is heavily dependent upon the type of data available for use with a given model in an inverse problem.
In some studies, data is available at particular times for each individual in the population under study. Such
might be the case, for example, in a pharmacokinetics study in which one desires to estimate drug absorption
and excretion rates from blood samples taken serially in time from individuals in the population. For example,
consider a dynamic pharmacokinetics model for an individual’s blood concentration of the drug theophylline with
solution

C(t, F,D, ka, ke, V ) =
kaFD

V (ka − ke)

(
e−ket − e−kat

)
, (1)

where V is blood volume, D is the dose received, F is the uptake fraction, and ka and ke are rates of drug
absorption and excretion, respectively. For sufficient data collected from a single individual, it is a standard
problem in statistics (e.g., [29, Ch. 2]) and mathematics (e.g., [21, Ch. 3]) to estimate, for example, the
parameters F , ka, and ke for V and D known. Of course, it is highly likely that individual parameters (say, ka
and/or ke) might vary from one individual to the next within the sampled population. Thus, our goal here is
to use the entire sample of individuals to estimate the probability measure describing the distribution of certain
parameters in the full population.

In other investigations, a situation might arise in which one is only able to collect aggregate data. Such might
be the case, for example, in catch and release experiments in which one cannot be certain of measuring the same
individual multiple times. Consider the Sinko-Streifer [21, 47] model for a size-structured population given by

∂n(t, x)

∂t
+
∂[g(t, x)n(t, x)]

∂x
= −µ(t, x)n(t, x) (2)

n(0, x) = n0(x)

g(t, x0)n(t, x0) =

∫ x1

x0

k(t, ξ)n(t, ξ)dξ

g(t, x1) = 0,

which describes the size-structured density (number/length) n(t, x) at time t and size x with death rate µ(t, x)
and fecundity kernel k(t, x). In this model, all individuals with size x at time t grow with individual dynamic
growth rate dx

dt = g(t, x). For example, one might take g(t, x) = r(x̃ − x), with x̃ a maximum size and r an
intrinsic rate of growth. Then the parameters r and x̃ are expected to vary across individuals in the population.
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Unlike the pharmacokinetics example, one does not have individual growth data, but rather histograms showing
the aggregate number of individuals sampled from the population at a given time and having a given size ([6] and
[21, Chap 9]). The goal is to estimate the probability distributions describing the variability of the parameters r
and x̃ across the population.

As will be shown, these two situations lead to fundamentally different estimation problems. In the first
case, one attempts to use a mathematical model describing a single individual along with data collected from
multiple individuals (but data in which subsets of longitudinal data points could be identified with a specific
individual) in order to determine population level characteristics. In the second case, while one again has an
individual model, the data collected cannot be identified with individuals and is considered to be sampled from
the population. It is worth noting that special care should be taken in this latter case to identify the model
(2) as an individual model in the sense that it describes an individual population–that is, all ‘individuals’ (i.e.,
mosquitofish [6]) described by the model share a common growth rate function g(t, x). The confusing terminology
is largely the result of the disparate fields in which such problems are commonly found. In pharmacokinetics, one
typically discusses ‘individual’ patients which together constitute a ‘population’. In ecology, one often works with
an ‘aggregate’ population which itself consists of smaller ‘individual’ subpopulations. Mathematically, here we
define the ‘individual’ in terms of the underlying parameters, using ‘individual’ to describe the unit characterized
by a single parameter set (excretion rate, growth rate, etc.).

In this report, we consider two generic estimation problems (for which the examples above are specific in-
stances). First, we consider the case that one has a mathematical model for individual dynamics along with
individual data (called the individual dynamics/individual data problem). This is the case with the pharmacoki-
netics example above. Second, we consider the case as in the structured density model above that one has a
mathematical model for individual dynamics but only aggregate data (the individual dynamics/aggregate data
problem). There is a third possibility–that one has only an aggregate model (i.e., the dynamics depend explicitly
on a distribution of parameters across the population) with aggregate data. Such examples arise in electromag-
netic models with a distribution of polarization relaxation times for molecules (e.g., [15, 16]); in biology with
HIV cellular models [3, 4, 5]; and in wave propagation in viscoelastic materials such as biotissue [20]. The mea-
sure estimation problem for such examples is sufficiently similar to individual dynamics/aggregate data situation
and accordingly we do not consider aggregate dynamics models as a separate case but only offer some explicit
comments as warranted.

In both generic estimation problems discussed, the underlying goal is the determination of the probability
measure which describes the distribution of parameters across all members of the population. Thus, two main
issues are of interest. First, a sensible framework must be established for each situation so that the estimation
problem is meaningful. Thus we must decide what type of information and/or estimates are desired (e.g., mean,
variance, complete distribution function, etc.) and determine how these decisions will depend on the type of data
available. Second, we must examine what techniques are available for the computation of such estimates. Because
the space of probability measures is an infinite dimensional space, we must make some type of finite dimensional
approximations so that the estimation problem is amenable to computation. Moreover, here we are interested in
frameworks for approximation and convergence which are not restricted to classic parametric estimates. We shall
see that, while the individual dynamics/individual data and individual dynamics/aggregate data problems are
fundamentally different, there are notable similarities in the approximation techniques (namely, use of discrete
measures) common to both problems.

2 Generalized (Hierarchical) Individual Model

We begin by establishing a general individual mathematical model. In this presentation we use notation corre-
sponding to ordinary differential equations, but it should be noted that the techniques described apply equally
well to partial differential equations, delay differential equations, algebraic systems, etc. Assume the population
under study consists of i individuals, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The dynamics for the ith individual are assumed to be described
by the mathematical model

dyi

dt
= gi(t, yi(t); θi, ψ). (3)
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In order to simplify notation we assume y is scalar-valued. (The results presented are readily generalized if y is
vector-valued.) The parameters θi are specific to each individual (e.g., rates of drug clearance, growth rates, etc.)
and θi ∈ Θ for all i where Θ is some admissible parameter set. The parameter ψ ∈ Ψ is a parameter shared by
all individuals in the population (e.g., environmental factors). In general, it is possible to have ψ = ψ(t) but we
will not consider that additional complexity here. The model solution will be represented by

yi(t) = fi(t; θi, ψ). (4)

We will assume gi = g for all i and hence fi = f for all i. This condition is almost always met in practice and thus
the assumption is not particularly restrictive. Traditional inverse problems, focusing on a single model and data
from a single subject, entail use of data to determine the parameters of the mathematical model (θi, ψ) which best
fit the data in an appropriate sense. In this report, however, we are less interested in the individual parameters
θi and more interested in the probability measure P which describes the distribution of these parameters across
the total population. This probability distribution must be estimated simultaneously with the estimation of the
parameter ψ which is common to all individuals in the population. The interplay between individual data and
population level characteristics makes hierarchical modeling a natural framework in which to work.

Hierarchical modeling relates individual and population level parameters to individual characteristics of inter-
est by establishing relationships between parameters at multiple stages. The first stage establishes a mathematical
model for each individual in the population being studied, as well as a statistical model (to be discussed) to ac-
count for intraindividual variability in the data. The first stage mathematical model is given by Equation (4). In
the second stage, fixed and random effects are identified which link individual and population level parameters,
and a statistical model accounts for interindividual variability. Thus, for the individual parameters θi, we might
have the mixed (i.e., both fixed and random) effects model

θi = hi(φ, ϕi, αi), (5)

where φ is a vector of fixed effects (i.e., effects common to all individuals in the population), ϕi is a vector of
random effects (i.e., effects which vary from individual to individual in the population), and αi is a (known)
parameter in the mixed effects model for individual i. It is commonly assumed that E[ϕi] = 0 for all i. These
assumptions are not absolutely necessary, but are not particularly restrictive since one can always redefine the
functions hi so that the condition holds. As an example, one frequently encounters linear mixed effects models

h(φ, ϕi, αi) = Aiφ+Biϕi (6)

where αi = (Ai, Bi), with ‘design matrices’ Ai and Bi (which are either fixed or known, but not estimated). It
is common (and not overly restrictive [29, Sec. 5.3]) to assume Bi is the identity for all i. Finally, it is assumed
Cov(ϕi) = D for all i. A very general discussion of hierarchical modeling along with numerous examples can be
found in [29, Chs. 3-4].

We remark that care should be taken to distinguish between the parameter ψ and the parameter φ. While
both parameters are common to all members of the population, the parameter ψ appears directly in the individual
model (4) and must be estimated regardless of which technique (see below) is chosen. The parameter φ is a part
of the second stage model and is not considered in the event the parameters θi are estimated directly. As an
example, consider the analog of (6) when θi ∈ R (so that Ai and Bi are scalars). In a pharmacokinetics study,
we might assume that individual absorption rates θi are directly proportional to body weight, but with some
random (additive) variation between individuals. Hence we would have θi = Aiφ + ϕi where Ai is the (known)
weight of the ith individual. The estimation problem is now to determine the rate constant φ as well as the
distribution of the random effects ϕi. Since it is assumed that E[ϕi] = 0, it is useful (for linear mixed effects
models) to think of φ as a kind of expected value of the parameter θi, with ϕi characterizing individual variability
around this expectation. (Of course, in the simplest case, θi = φ + ϕi, and we have exactly E[θi] = φ, and
Cov(θi) = Cov(ϕi) = D.)

As has been mentioned several times, the ultimate goal of the inverse problems to be discussed in this report
is to determine the probability distribution P describing the variability of the parameters θi in the population. To
that end, the specification of the second stage (5) in the hierarchical model is not strictly necessary. In general,
there is little difference between determining the distribution from which the θi are drawn or the distribution
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from which the random effects ϕi are drawn as the knowledge of one can be used to draw conclusions regarding
the other (particularly for the linear mixed effects model (6)). As will be seen below, some techniques in the
mathematical and statistical literature (e.g., the Nonparametric Maximum Likelihood (NPML) of Section 3.1.4,
the Prohorov Metric Framework (PMF) of Section 4.1) are designed for the nonparametric estimation of such
distributions (for either θi or ϕi) without regard for which stage in the hierarchy is being estimated. On the other
hand, some methods (e.g., the global two stage (GTS) method of Section 3.1.2 or the first order (FO) method of
Section 3.1.3) are explicitly premised upon the full specification of the hierarchical model.

3 Individual Data

We now discuss estimation techniques when data has been collected for the state of an individual member of the
population under study (and of course, when one has multiple such sets of data, generally one data set for each
of a subset of individuals in the population). A common example is a pharmacokinetics study in which one has a
mathematical model (e.g. (1)) describing renal absorption and clearance of a drug, and one or more (at distinct
time points) concentration measurements for each individual in the study. Such situations have been commonly
investigated in the statistical literature (see, e.g., [30] and the references therein) and many of the tools described
in this section were originally developed by statisticians.

Data is collected from individual i at times {tij}, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi, where mi is the number of data points available
for individual i. Following standard inverse problem procedure [21, Ch. 3] the data can be considered as a random
variable

Yij = f(tij ; θi, ψ) + Eij (7)

where the Eij are random variables representing error and/or deviation of the data from the model predictions.
This is the statistical model corresponding to the mathematical model (3)-(4).

For the estimation problem, we must in some way establish (and/or assume) the statistical properties of
the error random variables Eij . There are two distinct possibilities for doing so. One possibility is to specify a
conditional probability density function which describes the likelihood of an observation (or set of observations)
given a particular set of parameters for the individual mathematical model. This is typically done in the context
of maximum likelihood estimation, but constitutes very strong assumptions on the form of the error random
variables that are often difficult if not impossible to verify in practice. Alternatively, least squares estimation
requires only that the first two statistical moments of these error random variables be specified. This is less
restrictive than a complete likelihood specification, and is easier to at least partially verify by residual analysis
[21, Ch. 3]. Moreover, least squares estimation is typically more robust to misspecification of the error properties
[29, Ch. 2]. However, as we will see, there are some advantages in specifying the likelihood densities (when
done correctly). In general, one has a trade off: less restrictive requirements lead to less powerful results, and
conversely. For now, we specify only the first two moments of the error random variables. A likelihood formulation
is revisited in Section 3.1.4 where it is necessary.

The errors Eij could be caused by a number of sources [29, 30], such as misspecifications and approximations
made in obtaining the mathematical model, error and bias in the experimental measurement procedure itself,
etc. Errors resulting from model misspecification, while important, are the subject of model selection criteria
[11, 12, 24] and we do not discuss such topics here. Rather, we will assume (as is standard in much of the statistical
literature) that the mathematical model has been carefully chosen and is an accurate description of the process
under study. Thus, we make the assumption E[Eij ] = 0 for all i, j and hence E[Yij ] = E[Yij |θi, ψ] = f(tij ; θi, ψ).
To further describe the error random variables, define

~Ei =




Ei1
...

Eimi


 .

Then the covariance model for the individual data random variables is assumed to be described by

Cov(~Ei|θi, ψ) = Ri(θi, ψ, ζi), (8)
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where ζi is an additional set of parameters needed to describe the covariance and may be known or estimated.
As above, it is typical to assume Ri = R for all i. The data itself is considered to be a realization of the random
variables Yij ,

yij = f(tij ; θi, ψ) + ǫij , (9)

where ǫij is a realization of the random variable Eij .
At this point, a number of assumptions have been made regarding the admissible forms of the mathematical

and statistical models for the individual data. We pause briefly to indicate the wide applicability of the assump-
tions made so far. As mentioned above, the assumption that the error random variables have zero expectation
(and hence, that the mathematical model is correctly specified) is standard in parameter estimation problems
[7]. The form of the covariance model, while opaque in its general form in Equation (8) above, contains several
common examples of interest. If the errors Eij are independent, then the matrix R is diagonal. Additionally, in
many parameter estimation problems, one assumes the individual errors Eij are identically distributed with some
constant variance, Var(Eij) = σ2

i for all j. Given the assumptions of independence and constant variance, the
constant variance (CV) statistical model is

R(θi, ψ, ζi) = σ2
i Imi

(10)

where the variance parameter ζi = σi and Imi
is the mi×mi identity matrix. Alternatively, there are many cases

in which the magnitude of the error variance depends upon the magnitude of the observation. In such a situation,
it is common to assume independent errors with a constant coefficient of variance, Var(Eij) = σ2

i f
2(tij ; θi, ψ) for

all j, and the constant coefficient of variance (CCV) statistical model is

R(θi, ψ, ζi) = σ2
i


∑

j

f2(tij ; θi, ψ)ej


 (11)

where ej is the jth unit basis vector in R
mi and again ζi = σi. (That is, R is a diagonal matrix with entries

σ2
i f

2(tij ; θi, ψ), 1 ≤ j ≤ mi.) We remark that, just as was discussed above, for both statistical models (10) and
(11), assumptions have been made regarding the first two moments of the (unknown) probability distribution from
which the random variables Eij are drawn, but no assumption has been made regarding the particular parametric
family (e.g., normal) of the distribution. When maximum likelihood estimation is employed, one must make a
further assumption to obtain a density function describing the probability of each observation (given the model
solution). Significantly, the stronger likelihood assumptions allow for the possibility of proving the consistency
of the maximum likelihood estimator [49, 50]. In several cases, least squares estimation and maximum likelihood
estimation solve the same set of estimating equations, and thus can be considered equivalent [21, 26]. Given the
robust properties of least squares estimators [29, Ch. 2] we prefer least squares estimation whenever possible.

3.1 Estimation Techniques

We now turn to consider various estimation techniques for individual data. Given the two stages (4) and (5) of the
hierarchical model discussed above, it is obvious that there are two choices for characterizing the distribution of
parameters in the total population. First, one could try to characterize the parameters θi (or their distribution)
directly. Alternatively, one could attempt to determine the parameters φ and ϕi in the second stage of the
hierarchical model and then use those parameters to infer information regarding the θi values. In general, this
choice will have direct consequences for the computational technique used for the estimation problem, and will
depend on the amount and type of data available.

In this section, we provide a brief overview of existing techniques for the estimation of population level
characteristics of a parameter distribution. Many of these techniques are reviewed at length and with extensive
references and historical context in [29, 30, 31, 46]. We do not go into great detail here except to provide an
overview of more basic methods along with their assumptions, applicability, advantages, and shortfalls. We
also do not consider fully parametric methods (e.g., θi ∼ N (µ,Σ) for all i) as these are sufficiently similar to
standard inverse problems. Many of the results presented below ignore the parameter φ (fixed for all individuals
in the population) in the estimation problem. This is purely for notational convenience, given the goal of this
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presentation to review techniques for the nonparametric estimation of measures. The estimation procedures
discussed can be adapted to include the parameters φ and ψ and comments are included when warranted.

We begin with methods that do not actually estimate the underlying population probability distribution
itself, but rather estimate its statistical moments. The naive methods of Section 3.1.1 focus on estimating only
the population expectation or mean for the distribution from which the θi are drawn. Two-stage methods (Section
3.1.2) and methods based upon linearization (Section 3.1.3) estimate both the expectation and variance of the
distribution for the parameter θi. While these methods do not provide estimates of the probability distribution
itself, they can provide meaningful statistical details which may be sufficient in many applications of interest.
Significantly, the methods discussed are not dependent upon a distributional form (e.g., normal) of the probability
distribution and thus are more general than traditional parametric methods. Finally, we establish a stronger set
of assumptions on the error random variables to form an estimate of the population distribution directly.

3.1.1 Naive Methods

One of the oldest techniques for treating data from multiple individuals is the Naive Averaged Data (NAD)
technique [31]. In the event data for each individual was taken at the same set of time points (say, as part of a
controlled experiment) so that f(tij ; θi, ψ) = f(tj ; θi, ψ), one can compute the average value

ȳj =
1

N

N∑

i=1

yij

of the data collected at each time point. One may then use this averaged data to compute

ˆ̄θNAD = argmin
θ∈Θ

∑

j

(f(tj ; θ, ψ)− ȳj)
2
. (12)

A very similar technique, applicable even if the data was collected at different times for each individual, is the
Naive Pooled Data (NPD) method [31, 44] in which all data is used as if it were collected from a single individual.
The resulting estimate is

ˆ̄θNPD = argmin
θ∈Θ

∑

i,j

(f(tij ; θ, ψ)− yij)
2
. (13)

The NPD method is most advantageous when the collected data is sparse (few data points for each individual, and
few individuals). For both the NAD and NPD methods, the parameter ψ could be estimated simultaneously with

the estimation of ˆ̄θ. It is clear that both methods are reduced to minimization problems over finite-dimensional
Euclidean space–a problem for which standard computational techniques exist.

While the ordinary least squares (OLS) framework for Equations (12) and (13) is simple, it is unclear how

the resulting estimates (ˆ̄θNAD or ˆ̄θNPD) should be interpreted. Implicit in the least squares formulation is the
assumption that the averaged or pooled data is centered around the curve f(tj ; θ̄, ψ) for some θ̄, and that the
errors accounting for the deviations of the data from this curve are independent with constant variance (that is,
a CV statistical model (10)). (Of course, the assumption of constant variance is flexible, as one could just as well
use a CCV statistical model and a generalized least squares (GLS) framework [21, 30] in the place of equations
(12) and (13)). At first glance, it would appear that the unknown parameter θ̄ represents the sample mean

(e.g., θ̄ = 1
N

∑N
i=1 θi) and hence can be interpreted as a statistic (based upon the given data) for the mean or

expectation of the population distribution from which the θi are drawn. However, this is only true if the model f
is linear in θ so that E[f(t; θ, ψ)] = f(t; E[θ], ψ) and this is not generally the case for practical models of interest.

Thus it is unlikely that the estimates ˆ̄θNAD or ˆ̄θNPD have any meaningful interpretation. Moreover, for the NPD
method, data from an individual will be correlated and the statistical model for the data must be modified to
account for this correlation. Even then, naive methods do not provide meaningful estimates of variance, and are
generally outperformed by two-stage methods (see below) [23, 44, 46].
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3.1.2 Two-stage Methods

It is clear from the shortcomings of the naive methods (when viewed as attempts to estimate the first moment
of the distribution) that extreme care must be taken so that the estimated parameter is meaningful. Given the
hierarchical structure of the mathematical model (Equations (4) and (5)) and the fact that we are using data
at the level of individuals to make inferences regarding population level structures, it is natural to think of the
estimation problem itself in two stages. At the first stage, one can use regression with individual data to determine
parameter estimates θ̂i for each individual. At the second stage, these individual estimates are combined in some
way to estimate population level characteristics.

For simplicity, assume that intraindividual variability is characterized by the CV statistical model (10). Then
for each individual, one can use ordinary least squares to obtain an estimate

θ̂i = argmin
θ∈Θ

∑

j

(f(tij ; θ, ψ)− yij)
2 (14)

of θi for each individual i. In the standard two stage (STS) method, one assumes that these estimates θ̂i are exact.

Then, given the N ‘exact’ values {θ̂i}, estimation of the population expectation and variance follows trivially from
by computing the sample mean and variance for this sample of N individuals. Most obviously, the STS method is
premised upon having sufficient data for each individual so that the parameter estimates θ̂i are accurate. Then,
provided one has a sufficiently large sample of individuals (that is, N is sufficiently large), the STS method
provides a reasonable estimate of the population expectation [23, 30, 31, 44]. Clearly, the STS method is heavily
dependent upon the availability of a significant amount of data, and such a large number of data points is rarely
attained in practice [46]. Regardless of the availability of data, the STS estimate of the population variance is
often significantly biased upward [23]. The primary cause of this bias lies in the assumption that the estimates

θ̂i are exact. In actual fact, the variability of these estimates is the result not only of interindividual variability
(which is what we seek to estimate), but also of intraindividual variability and error in the estimation procedure
itself. Thus the variance estimate produced by the STS method is the sum of these two sources of variability [29,
pg. 138].

In order to correct for this bias, the global two stage (GTS) method uses the second stage of the hierarchical

model to account for both sources of variance. In the first stage of the GTS algorithm, the estimates θ̂i are
calculated exactly as in (14) above. Additionally, estimates of the individual covariance matrices Σ̂i for the

parameter estimates θ̂i are also computed. These covariance matrices can be calculated using asymptotic theory
[21, 42] or via Monte Carlo techniques. Now assume that the second-stage model can be rewritten

h(φ, ϕi, αi) = h̃(φ, αi) + ϕi. (15)

Though seemingly restrictive, this requirement is met in practice by a large number of hierarchical models [29,

pgs. 142–143]. The key to the GTS method is to treat the N estimates θ̂i as observations (subject to error) of
the second stage model. Thus

θ̂i = h̃(φ, αi) + ϕi + ki

where ki are realizations of some random variables κi satisfying E[κi] = 0 and Cov(κi) = Σ̂i for all i. For the
random effects, we have already (see Section 2) assumed E[ϕi] = 0 and Cov(ϕi) = D. Since D is unknown, it
must be included in the parameters to be estimated. The goal then, is to determine the extended least squares
(ELS) estimates

(φ̂, D̂) = argmin

{
N∑

i=1

log |Σ̂i +D|+
N∑

i=1

(
θ̂i − h̃(φ, αi)

)T (
Σ̂i +D

)−1 (
θ̂i − h̃(φ, αi)

)}
. (16)

Assuming the asymptotic normality of the corresponding estimators, this criteria is equivalent to likelihood
estimation. The estimated parameters φ̂ and D̂ can be used with the additive random effects model (15) to
estimate the statistical moments of the distributions for the parameters θi. The GTS method typically provides
much better estimates of variance than does the STS method [46]. However, the reliability of the method depends
upon the accuracy of the approximate covariance matrices Σ̂i. These approximations require a large number of
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observations in order to obtain reasonable accuracy of the covariance matrix estimate. Hence, much like the STS
method, the GTS method requires a significant availability of data, and this may be rarely attained in practice.

The STS and GTS methods can be easily generalized for non-CV errors by using a GLS estimate in the place
of (14). Various other two stage methods have also been defined in the literature. For instance, one can use
an EM-type algorithm to define an iterative two stage (ITS) method, or assume Bayesian priors and establish a
Bayesian two stage (BTS) method. See [30, 31] for details. A major potential shortcoming of two-stage methods
is that it can be hard to estimate a population parameter ψ, as this parameter is common to all individuals yet
will appear in N distinct least squares problems. One solution is to make an initial guess for ψ̂ (say, its NPD

estimate) and fix its value while the individual estimates θ̂i are obtained. One may then fix the values of the {θ̂i}
and update the estimate ψ̂ via the NPD method. This process can be repeated iteratively, but it is not clear that
the resulting estimate of ψ̂ (or, indeed, of the set {θ̂i}) will be accurate.

3.1.3 Linearization Methods

As we have seen, two-stage methods generally require a significant amount of data in order to accurately estimate
the first two moments of the population distribution. However, in many cases (such as in observational studies)
there are many individuals available but data is sparse for each individual. Ultimately, the primary shortcoming
of two-stage methods is the requirement that individual models are identifiable. Meanwhile, the use of individual
estimates in the first stage ignores any additional information which might be available through comparison to
data from similar individuals. Conversely, the primary shortcoming of the naive methods was that individual
differences were ignored as the data was combined.

A third set of methods attempts to strike a balance between these two shortcomings. Originally developed by
Sheiner, et al., [44], the technique relies upon the linearization of the hierarchical model in terms of the random
effects. First, if we define

Yi· =




Yi1
...

Yimi




and define ti· and Ei· similarly, the hierarchical model can be combined with the statistical model to obtain

Yi· = f(ti·;h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ) + Ei·.

It follows from previous assumptions (see (8) and discussion prior) that E[Ei·] = ~0 and Cov(Ei·|θi, φ) =
R(h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ, ζi). Alternatively, we may rewrite

Yi· = f(ti·;h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ) +R1/2(h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ, ζi)Ẽi· (17)

where R1/2 is a Cholesky decomposition of the symmetric positive definite matrix R. The new error random
variables Ẽi· satisfy E[Ẽi·] = ~0 and Cov(Ẽi·|θi, ψ) = Imi

, the mi ×mi identity matrix. This ‘canonical model’ [22]
allows for the approximation not only of the nonlinear (in the random effects) model f but also of the nonlinear
variance model. Using a Taylor expansion around the expectation (which we have assumed to be zero) of the
random effects ϕi, we have

Yi· ≈ f(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ) +∇θif(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ)∇ϕi
h(φ, 0, αi)ϕi

+R1/2(h(φ, 0, αi), ψ, ζi)Ẽi·. (18)

We remark that the expansion of the mathematical model f(ti·;h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ) has been truncated at two terms
while the expansion of the covariance matrix R(h(φ, ϕi, αi), ψ, ζi) has been truncated after the first term. This is
equivalent to the assumption that the terms ϕiẼij are negligibly small [29].

Thus we now have E[Yi·] ≈ f(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ) and that

Cov(Yi·) = Vi = R(h(φ, 0, αi), ϕ, ζi) + ZT
i DZi

where
Zi = ∇θif(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ)∇ϕi

h(φ, 0, αi).
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Estimation by first order (FO) methods is performed by assuming that the linearization (??) is exact. The
method of Sheiner et al., [22, 45] is to find

(φ̂, D̂) = argmin
∑

i

{
log |Vi|+ (yi· − f(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ))

T
V −1
i (yi· − f(ti·;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ))

}
. (19)

In some situations, the parameters ζi in the intraindividual covariance matrix R must also be estimated. As with
two-stage methods, the estimates φ̂ and D̂ can be used to estimate the statistical properties of the distributions
for the θi. The ELS criteria (19) is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation if the linearized model is exact
and all errors are normal [29, 30]. Several variations of this FO method have been proposed: using GLS rather
than ELS, using an iterative EM algorithm, or estimation based upon generalized estimating equations (GEE).
See [30, 31] for an overview of the additional possibilities. Also, FO methods in a (normal) likelihood formulation
are discussed in [29, pg. 173].

As discussed above, the FO methods strike a balance between pooled data methods and two-stage methods.
Like the pooled data methods, estimation is based upon the central value of the model in the absence of any
random effects (that is, f(t;h(φ, 0, αi), ψ)). The higher order terms in the linearization (??) help to account for
interindividual differences in a manner similar to the two-stage methods. Several computational comparisons have
explored the relative merits of two-stage and FO methods. The primary advantage of the the FO methods are
that they do not require the identifiability of the individual parameters θi, and thus provide reasonable estimates
of the distributions for the parameters even with sparse data. Additionally, the parameter ψ can be estimated
simultaneously according to Equation (19). Higher order moments have been derived [48] but do not typically
provide much improvement for the additional mathematical complexity.

3.1.4 Nonparametric Maximum Likelihood

All of the methods discussed so far were designed to estimate only the first one or two moments of the population
distribution from which the parameters θi (or, equivalently when h is a linear function, ϕi) are drawn. While
this may often be sufficient when the true underlying distribution is approximately symmetric, non-symmetric
distributions are not accurately characterized by their first two statistical moments. Meanwhile, parametric
estimation of a non-symmetric measure is possible (e.g., by assuming a lognormal form) but may result in overly
restrictive or incorrect assumptions on the underlying measure. Thus, there are problems of interest in which one
needs a nonparametric estimate of the underlying probability distribution itself.

Of course, the methods discussed so far have been quite general in terms of their assumptions for the statistical
model. To this point, we have only needed to know the first two statistical moments of the error random variables,
and in return we have developed methods which estimate the first two statistical moments of a population
distribution. An obvious question, then, is whether or not a stronger set of assumptions on the error process
could lead to the more direct estimation of the underlying probability measure itself. This is the goal of the
nonparametric maximum likelihood (NPML) method proposed by Mallet [38].

Likelihood Formulation

The NPML method is designed to work in a likelihood setting. Consider again the statistical model

Yij = f(tij ; θi, ψ) + Eij .

For simplicity, the discussion of the NPML method will focus on the estimation of the distribution of the param-
eters θi directly, rather than on the parameters φ and ϕi of the hierarchical model, though the NPML applies in
either setting. While previous methods required only the specification of the first two statistical moments of the
random variables Eij , we must now assume that the Eij admit a density function. In this case, the observations
yij (realizations of the random variables Yij) are characterized by a conditional density function

p(yij) = λij(yij |tij ; θi, ψ). (20)

More generally, the functions λij may also depend on the entire set {yij} of observations (if multiple observations
or individuals are correlated). This case is not explicitly considered, but does not pose any theoretical problems
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for the NPML. It will be assumed as above that λij = λ for all i and j. As an example, it is quite common to
assume independent, normally distributed errors with constant variance, Eij ∼ N (0, σ2). Then the conditional
density functions are

λ(yij |tij ; θi, ψ) =
1

σ
√
2π

exp

(
− (f(tij ; θi, ψ)− yij)

2

2σ2

)
.

Like the two-stage methods discussed above, the likelihood function is formed by considering the multiple
(individual and population) stages of the sampling process. Let ~yi = {yij}mi

j=1, ~ti = {tij}mi

j=1. Then we can define
the individual likelihood functions

li(~yi|~ti; θi, ψ) =
mi∏

j=1

λij(yij |tij ; θi, ψ)

which describe the likelihood of the mi data points taken from the ith individual. If the individual data points
are not independent, then the form of the functions li may be more complex. Now, assume that the individual
parameters θi are all drawn from some (unknown) probability distribution P = P (θ). Then the mixing distribution
for each individual is defined as

l̃i(~yi|~ti;P, ψ) =
∫

Θ

li(~yi|~ti; θ, ψ)dP (θ) (21)

= E[li(~yi|~ti; ·, ψ)|P ].

The mixing distributions l̃i describe the likelihood of a given set of observations (for individual i) for a given
parameter θ, weighted by the likelihood of that particular value of θ. Finally, the population likelihood (which is
to be maximized) is

L(P, ψ|{~yi}Ni=1, {~ti}Ni=1) =

N∏

i=1

l̃i(~yi|~ti;P, ψ) =
N∏

i=1

∫

Θ

li(~yi|~ti; θ, ψ)dP (θ).

The goal of maximum likelihood estimation is to determine the parameter (in this case, the probability
measure P ) which maximizes the likelihood of the given observations. The probability measures are taken in the
set of probability measures on Θ, denoted P(Θ). The problem to be solved is thus to find

(P̂ , ψ̂) = arg max
P(Θ)×Ψ

L(P, ψ|{~yi}Ni=1, {~ti}Ni=1) (22)

Computational Techniques

Of course, this is an optimization problem over an infinite dimensional space, so finite dimensional approximation
techniques must be considered. To that end, consider the N -dimensional linear model

Z = L(θ)x+ Ẽ
E[Ẽ ] = 0

Cov(Ẽ) = IN ,

where the design matrix is

L(θ) = diag

(√
li(~yi|~ti; θ, ψ)

)
.

Here, the ‘data’ Z depends linearly on ‘parameters’ x, and the goal is to choose the design (that is, find θ) to
obtain the best possible (in an appropriate sense) estimate of x given observations of Z. Optimal design theory is
well-studied (see [17] and the references therein) and involves maximizing some function of the Fisher Information
Matrix. For the linear model above, the Fisher Information Matrix is

F (P ) =

∫

Θ

L(θ)TL(θ)dP (θ).
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For a D-optimal design, one seeks to maximize the determinant |F (P )| of the Fisher Information matrix over all
possible probability measures P . Now, observe

|F (P )| =
N∏

i=1

∫

Θ

li(~yi|~ti; θ, ψ)dP (θ) = L(P, ψ|{~yi}Ni=1, {~ti}Ni=1).

Thus the problem of maximizing the population likelihood is equivalent to finding a D-optimal design for a finite
dimensional linear companion problem. As such, theorems and computational techniques can be borrowed from
the theory of D-optimal design. The following theorem is stated by Mallet [38]:

Theorem 3.1. If Θ is closed and L is continuous in θ, then the set of all information matrices,

{F (P )|P ∈ P},

is the convex closure of the set of information matrices corresponding to Dirac measures

{F (P )|P = ∆θ∗} = {L(θ∗)TL(θ∗)|θ∗ ∈ Θ}.

Moreover, the D-optimal design matrix belongs to the boundary of this set. Hence for any D-optimal design P̂ ,

F (P̂ ) =
M∑

k=1

L(θk)
TL(θk)pk,

with M ≤ N .

This theorem relies on the identification (via the Riesz Representation Theorem) of the space P(Θ) of prob-
ability measures on Θ as a subset of C∗

B(Θ), the dual of the space CB(Θ) of bounded continuous functions on Θ.
If one further assumes Θ is compact, then one obtains the equivalence (see [37, 40]) of the two sets above, i.e.,

{F (P )|P ∈ P} = conv
(
{L(θ∗)TL(θ∗)|θ∗ ∈ Θ}

)
,

and the closure is no longer needed. It is proven by Federov [32, Th. 2.2.3] that the information matrix corre-
sponding to an optimal design lies on the boundary of the convex closure of the set of matrices corresponding to
one-point designs. The index limitation (M ≤ N) then follows from the identification of an N×N diagonal matrix
with a subset of Euclidean N -space and Caratheodory’s Theorem for the representation of points on the boundary
of a convex set. Not only does this theorem guarantee the existence of an optimal solution for the NPML, it also
specifies the finite dimensional form of an optimal solution. It can be shown [32, 37] that the optimal solution
is unique in the likelihood geometry. (That is, if P̂1 and P̂2 are two optimal solutions, then F (P̂1) = F (P̂2) and
hence l̃i(~yi|~ti; P̂1, ψ) = l̃i(~yi|~ti; P̂2, ψ) for all i.) Both Lindsay [37] and Mallet [38] offer conditions which can be
used to assess whether the estimated measure P̂ is itself unique.

In order to actually compute the estimate P̂ , Mallet provides an algorithm which is an extension of the work
of Federov [32]. The algorithm attempts to find the M ≤ N nodes and corresponding weights which form the
optimal measure. Interestingly, the algorithm stems from the Kiefer and Wolfowitz Equivalence Theorem [36]
demonstrating the equivalence of D-optimal and G-optimal design. The algorithm itself can be found in [38, Sec.
4] and the references therein. See also [29, pgs. 195-196] for more details regarding the role of the Equivalence
Theorem. We provide only an overview of the algorithm:

1. Fix an initial node θ ∈ Θ and set P = ∆θ. Compute L(P, ψ|{~yi}Ni=1, {~ti}Ni=1).

2. Compute

θnew = argmax
θnew

d(θnew |P ) = argmax
θnew

N∑

i=1

li(θnew)

l̃i(P )
,

where P is the current design, li(θnew) = li(~yi|~ti; θnew, ψ), and l̃i(P ) = l̃i(~yi|~ti;P, ψ).
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3. Update the set of nodes. At iteration K, {θk}Kk=1 = {θk}K−1
k=1 ∪ {θnew}.

4. For the fixed set of nodes {θk}Kk=1, determine the new weights pk for each node θk by maximizing the
likelihood function over the set {pk}.

5. If this new design/distribution estimate has more than N nodes, perform an index limitation step (described
in [38, Sec. 4.2]) to reduce the design to N nodes, and store this as the updated design P .

6. Repeat steps 2.-5. until the algorithm converges, represented by obtaining d(θnew|P ) = N , or when a
maximum number of iterations has been reached.

The above algorithm creates a sequence of designs which are guaranteed to increase the resulting likelihood
function at each step [32, 38]. Schumitzky [43] proposed an EM-type algorithm for computation of the index
limited design. An another alternative algorithm proposed by Wynn [51] approximates the optimal measure by
using a larger and larger number M of nodes, without regard for whether M ≤ N . This is a similar technique
to the Prohorov metric framework to be discussed in Section 4.1. In all cases, it is significant that the original
infinite dimensional optimization problem of maximizing L(P ) over all P ∈ P(Θ) has been approximated by a
finite dimensional problem which guarantees existence and convergence. The NPML can be extended to estimate
a parameter ψ in an iterative leap-frogging method similar to the one discussed for two-stage methods: for a
nominal value of ψ̂, a measure P̂ is constructed; this P̂ is then fixed and an updated estimate of ψ̂ is obtained,
etc.

The NPML method has been shown to outperform two-stage methods in a computational study [39]. In fact,
the NPML can accurately estimate the underlying distribution of the parameters θi even when only a single data
point is available for each individual [38] so that the individual models are not identifiable (and hence, two-stage
methods do not apply). Given the strong assumptions on the errors (by specifying a conditional density function),
this is not entirely surprising. In fact, if the conditional density functions are correctly specified (which can be
difficult to verify), then one actually obtains consistency [34, 35] of the NPML estimate. That is, as the number
of individuals N goes to infinity, the sequence of estimates P̂N converges pointwise to the true measure P at
all points of continuity of the latter. (The notion of pointwise convergence is premised upon the condition that
Θ ⊂ R

p. This is almost always the case in practice. For abstract spaces Θ, alternative characterizations are
available via the Portmanteau Theorem [25, Th. 2.1].) The NPML does require the identification of sets of data
taken from the same individual (so that the individual likelihoods li(~yi|~ti; θnew , ψ) can be formed). Yet, it is
interesting that the M ≤ N nodes {θk} do not necessarily correspond to the N underlying parameters θi [46, pg.
93].

Because of the assumed ability to track individuals, it is not clear how the NPML would perform on pooled
data. While such a situation is similar to having only single data points (but from a larger number of individu-
als), the additional correlation between ‘individuals’ (because some individuals are the same) would need to be
accounted for. It is also not clear if the restrictive assumptions on the error random variables could be relaxed
with least squares estimation used in the place of maximum likelihood. It is common to establish the equivalence
of least squares and likelihood estimators by demonstrating that they solve the same set of estimating equations
(see, e.g., [21, Ch. 3] and the references therein). However, the typical estimating equations (first order opti-
mality conditions) are obtained by taking the derivative of the likelihood function with respect to the unknown
parameters, and it is not yet clear how this might be meaningfully done when the underlying parameter is a
probability measure (see [10] and references therein for some efforts on this subject).

4 Aggregate Data and the Prohorov Metric Framework

We now turn our attention to the case where one has a mathematical model which describes the dynamics of
one or more states of interest for an individual member of the population, but that data is only available at the
aggregate (population) level. At first glance, this seems to be an unusual situation. In fact, such cases arise
quite frequently when the physical or biological process of interest is modeled with some form of density function
(e.g., size-structured density [8], electromagnetic polarization [16], viscoelastic relaxation [3], etc.). For instance,
we have already seen the growth rate distribution model (2) (which is a type of size-structured density) which
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features a probabilistically distributed intrinsic growth rate. These studies are familiar to applied mathematicians
(see, e.g., [13, 14]) and the primary tools for treating such problems can be found in the mathematics literature.

The use of aggregate data requires a slightly different form for the statistical model compared to the model
of the previous section. Recall the individual mathematical model (4) given by

y(t) = f(t; θ, ψ).

Again, it is assumed that the parameter θ ∈ Θ varies from individual to individual in the population and that
some probability measure P (θ) characterizes the distribution of the parameter. The parameter ψ ∈ Ψ is common
to all individuals in the population. We remark that the index i previously used to track individuals within the
population is no longer needed as individuals are not identifiable with the aggregate sampling of the population.
Moreover, because individuals are not identifiable, we do not consider in any detail the hierarchical models
discussed in the Section 2. Rather, we focus only on the determination of the probability distribution P over
the parameters θ. For a fully specified hierarchical model with only aggregate data, this is no different from the
estimation of a probability distribution over the random effects ϕ.

The aggregate state for the entire population can be defined in terms of an expectation

v(t;P, ψ) = E[y(t; ·, ψ)|P ] =
∫

Θ

f(t; θ, ψ)dP (θ). (23)

When aggregate data is collected, this represents a sampling from the aggregate population. Thus the data
collection process is assumed to be represented by the random variables

Vj = v(tj ;P, ψ) + Ej (24)

where E[Ej ] = 0 (again corresponding to the tacit assumption that the mathematical model is accurate). As
in Section 3, we must also specify the covariance properties of the error random variables Ej . For notational
simplicity, we will make the assumption of independent, constant variance errors so that Var(Ej) = σ2 for all j.
This is not absolutely necessary, as one could similarly assume a CCV statistical model, or even a more general
form featuring a general covariance matrix R for the vector of errors as in (8). This will not pose any problem for
the approximation results presented in Section 4.1, provided the resulting cost function J is a continuous function
of P . In fact, one could even use likelihood in the place of least squares if the errors Ej admitted a known density.

4.1 Estimation Techniques

With the statistical models of the data established, we turn to a discussion of estimation techniques. As before,
the goal is to determine the measure P describing the distribution of the parameters θ in the population. Methods
for the estimation of the measure P have traditionally focused on a least squares framework. The CV statistical
model (24) allows the use of the notation for ordinary least squares which is appealing in its simplicity. Thus we
seek to determine

(P ∗, ψ∗) = arg min
P(Θ)×Ψ

J(P, ψ) = arg min
P(Θ)×Ψ

m∑

j=1

(vj − v(tj ;P, ψ))
2

(25)

where J(P, ψ) is the OLS cost of the model given the parameters P and ψ and the data vj are realizations of the
random variables Vj . For more general aggregate sampling errors (e.g., CCV) the cost function J in (25) would
need to be appropriately redefined.

The change of notation from the estimates (P̂ , ψ̂) to the minimizers (P ∗, ψ∗) deserves careful attention. In
Section 3, computational methods for individual data were based upon either likelihood estimation (the NPML) or
a least squares framework (two-stage methods, linearization methods) which is provably equivalent to likelihood
estimation under an appropriate set of assumptions. In all cases (with the exception of naive methods, which
pool or average the individual data) asymptotic consistency theories exist which establish the convergence of
the estimators to the true population values as the number of sampled individuals increases. For two-stage
and linearization methods (which are finite-dimensional optimization problems) consistency follows immediately
from classical results (e.g., [49, 50]). These results have been extended for the NPML (an infinite-dimensional
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optimization) [35]. However, it is not clear that the results of [35] apply to the optimization problem (25) because
the unknown measure P does not play the role of a mixing distribution (see [35, eqn (2.1)] and compare with (21)).
Moreover, this statement would remain true even if the estimate (25) were replaced by a likelihood estimate. As
we are not aware of any proof of consistency for the present problem, we denote by (P ∗, ψ∗) minimizers of the

OLS cost function J , and (at least for now) distinguish between these minimizers and the estimates (P̂ , ψ̂) of the
actual population parameters. Assuming consistency, this distinction can be ignored. Encouragingly, simulation
studies [8, 9] have found the minimizers (P ∗, ψ∗) to be quite close to the true population distribution at least for
the examples investigated.

The minimization (25) must be carried out over the infinite dimensional space P(Θ) of probability measures
on the space Θ. As such, one must establish a finite dimensional approximation and convergence theory. To that
end, we introduce the Prohorov Metric Framework (PMF) developed over the past decade (a summary from a
functional analytic perspective along with a discussion of other topologies for probability distributions can be
found in [1]) for use in the estimation of a probability measure. This framework is more common in the applied
mathematics literature compared to the methods for individual data discussed previously, and is named for the
Russian probabilist Y.V. Prohorov, whose metric [41] features prominently in theoretical and computational
efforts [2, 3, 5, 14, 20] establishing convergence results for the computational methods discussed.

We begin by defining the Prohorov metric on the space of probability measures. Consider the admissible
parameter space Θ with its metric d̃ and the space of probability measures P(Θ) on Θ. For any closed set F ⊂ Θ,
define

F ǫ = {x ∈ Θ : inf
y∈F

d̃(x, y) < ǫ}.

Then we have the following definition of the Prohorov metric [25, pg 237-238]:

Definition 4.1. Let F ∈ Θ be any closed set and define F ǫ as above. For P1, P2 ∈ P(Θ), the Prohorov metric
is given by

ρ(P1, P2) = inf{ǫ > 0 : P [F ] ≤ P ′[F ǫ] + ǫ, F closed in Θ}. (26)

While several alternative (and equivalent) definitions of the Prohorov metric are possible [25, pgs. 236-237],
it is clear from the definition above that its meaning and application are far from intuitive. Yet the following
theorem provides a useful characterization:

Theorem 4.2. Assume the parameter space Θ with its metric d̃ is separable. Then the Prohorov metric metrizes
the weak ∗ topology of the space C∗

B(Θ) (the topological dual of CB(Θ)) and the following are equivalent:

(i) ρ(PM , P ) → 0;

(ii)
∫
Θ
f(θ)dPM (θ) →

∫
Θ
f(θ)dP (θ) for bounded, uniformly continuous functions f .

We remark that the separability of the metric space (Θ, d̃) is not strictly necessary. The weak topology of
probability measures (weak∗ topology) and the topology induced by the Prohorov metric are equivalent provided
every P in P(Θ) is a separable measure [25, Th 5, pg. 238]. We can be guaranteed of this property in the event Θ
is separable [25, pg. 236]. From a functional analysis perspective, if we view P(Θ) ⊂ C∗

B(Θ,R), then convergence
in the ρ topology is equivalent to weak∗ convergence in P(Θ).

The following theorem can be used to establish the existence of a minimum to the least squares optimization
problem.

Theorem 4.3. Let Θ be separable when taken with its metric d̃. Then

(i) (P(Θ), ρ) is a complete metric space iff (Θ, d̃) is a complete metric space.

(ii) If (Θ, d̃) is a compact metric space, then (P(Θ), ρ) is a compact metric space.

For the first property above the converse direction is true only in the event P has separable support for
all P ∈ P(Θ) [25, pg. 240] which is guaranteed by the separability of Θ. The forward direction holds in all
cases. The second property is a consequence of Prohorov’s Theorem [25, pg. 37]: if Θ is compact, then every
collection of measures on Θ, specifically P(Θ), is tight [25, pg. 9] and hence relatively sequentially compact by
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Prohorov’s Theorem. Moreover, if Θ is compact (and separable), then it is also complete and it follows from
the first property above that the relative sequential compactness of (P(Θ), ρ) is sequential compactness. While
it is sequential compactness that will be of interest in establishing the hypotheses of the convergence theorem
(Theorem 4.5), we remark that in a metric space (i.e., when P(Θ) is metrized by ρ) there is no distinction between
sequential compactness and compactness.

At this point, we have used the Prohorov metric to establish a measure over the space of probability measures.
As an added benefit, when Θ is compact and separable (which is almost always the case in applications, particularly
when Θ is a closed bounded subset of Euclidean space) the space of probability measures (taken with the Prohorov
metric) is compact. Hence, provided the least squares cost functional J is continuous in P , we are guaranteed of
the existence of a minimum.

We now turn our attention to strategies for the actual computation of the minimizing probability measure
P ∗. In order to make the estimation problem amenable to computational solution, the infinite dimensional space
P(Θ) must be approximated in a meaningful way. Traditional parametric methods, which assume the optimal
measure has a particular distributional form, are not preferred as they are overly restrictive and will produce
inaccurate results if the parametric form is misspecified. Rather, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.4. Assume (Θ, d̃) is a complete, separable metric space and P(Θ) is the set of probability measures
on Θ. Let Φ = {θk}∞1 be a countable, dense subset of Θ. Define the collection of discrete measures

P̃(Θ) =

{
P ∈ P(Θ) : P =

M∑

k=1

pk∆θk ,M ∈ N, pk ∈ R
+,

M∑

k=1

pk = 1

}
.

Then P̃(Θ) is dense in P(Θ).

A proof of the theorem can be found in [2]. For each M ∈ N, define

PM (Θ) =

{
P ∈ P̃(Θ) : P =

M∑

k=1

pk∆θk

}
.

That is, for eachM , PM (Θ) is the set of all atomic probability measures with nodes placed at the firstM elements
in the enumeration of the countable dense subset Φ of Θ. Note that PM (Θ) ⊂ P̃(Θ) ⊂ P(Θ) for all M .

Finally, the following theorem provides the desired convergence results.

Theorem 4.5. Assume Θ is compact and separable and consider P(Θ) taken with the Prohorov metric. If the
mapping P → J(P ) is continuous, then there exists a sequence of minimizers {PM} of J(P ) over PM . Moreover,
this sequence has at least one convergent subsequence. The limit (as M → ∞) P ∗ of such a subsequence minimizes
J over P(Θ).

This theorem follows immediately from the theoretical framework and convergence theorems of [19] and the
results above. The power of this theorem is that it transforms an infinite dimensional minimization problem (over
P(Θ)) into an M dimensional problem. In practice, M nodes from the dense, countable subset {θk}∞1 are fixed
in advance and then the M weights pMk are estimated in a minimization problem. Thus the least squares problem
(25), i.e.,

(P ∗, ψ∗) = arg min
P(Θ)×Ψ

J(P, ψ) = arg min
P(Θ)×Ψ

m∑

j=1

(vj − v(tj ;P, ψ))
2
,

is approximated by the family of finite-dimensional problems

(P ∗
M , ψ∗

M ) = arg min
PM (Θ)×Ψ

m∑

j=1

(vj − v(tj ;P, ψ))
2

= arg min
R̃M×Ψ

m∑

j=1

(
vj −

(
M∑

k=1

f(tj ; θ
M
k , ψ)pMk

))2

. (27)
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In (27) we are seeking optimal weights p̄M = (pM1 , . . . , p
M
M )T ∈ R̃M = {p̄M |pMk ∈ R

+,
∑M

k=1 p
M
k = 1} which will

then characterize the optimal discrete measure (since the nodes are assumed to be fixed in advance). This leads
to a constrained quadratic optimization problem which is eminently amenable to parallel computational methods
[14]. We have replaced ψ∗ with ψ∗

M to emphasize the possible dependence of the structural parameter on the
approximations made in obtaining the finite-dimensional estimation problem, though this difference is expected
to be small for reasonable approximations. The methods based on these ideas have been successfully used in a
wide range of applied problems [2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 14, 20].

It is clear from the statement of Theorem 4.5 that uniqueness of the minimizer P̂ is not guaranteed (as
there could be multiple convergent subsequences). For a fixed set of nodes {θk}Mk=1, it is possible to establish
first-order necessary conditions for the uniqueness of the computational problem [2, pg. 102]. But these should
not be confused with conditions for global uniqueness of the minimizing measure P ∗. Unlike the NPML method
for individual data, the parameter ψ does not require a separate minimization process, and can be estimated
simultaneously with the M weights. Of course, some care must be taken in choosing the M nodes (as well as in
choosing the value of M) to ensure the resulting estimate is reasonable and computationally stable. Values of M
under 50 have been studied computationally in [2, 8].

5 Final Remarks

In this presentation a variety of computational techniques have been reviewed and theoretical results stated
(when available) for the nonparametric estimation of a probability measure in an inverse problem. Some methods
(two-stage, linearization) focus only on the estimation of some specific statistical moments of the underlying dis-
tribution. These can certainly be useful in practice and are widely applicable in that no form is explicitly assumed
for the underlying population probability distribution. The more interesting methods, the NPML estimator and
the PMF-based method, attempt to estimate the the probability distribution directly, thus requiring a rich body
of theoretical results. Significantly, these two methods apply to fundamentally different problems–the NPML
when data is available for individuals, and the PMF when only aggregate data is available. A key distinction
between the two situations is the role played by the probability measure to be estimated. For individual data,
the unknown measure plays the role of a mixing distribution among multiple individuals each with a fixed math-
ematical model. For aggregate data, the unknown measure becomes a part of the mathematical model when the
expectation is taken (see equation (23)). Though seemingly simple, this is an inherent difference between the
formulations and this difference is key when examining similarities (or lack thereof) in the theory between the
different formulations based on data type.

The theoretical results for the NPML and PMF share the remarkable feature that the underlying population
distribution (regardless of its smoothness) can be approximated by a discrete probability measure. This is all the
more fascinating since these results are derived from different theoretical bases and developed to solve different
problems. Of course, if one has a priori knowledge of smoothness of the underlying measure, additional techniques
have been developed. For individual data, approximation by a convex combination of atomic measures in the
NPML can be replaced by a smooth density function which still maintains many of the desired nonparametric
properties [27, 28, 33]. For aggregate data, the Prohorov metric framework can be restricted to the subset of
distribution functions which are absolutely continuous. The underlying density function can then be estimated
nonparametrically via splines [20].

The issues in an aggregate model, aggregate data situation deserve a few more comments. As previously
mentioned, the measure estimation procedure is the same as for the individual model, aggregate data case. In both
problems, the probability measure appears as part of the model (and thus is present inside the squared residuals,
i.e., inside the inner portion of

∑m
j=1(vj − v(t;P, ψ))2–again, this is in contrast to the mixing distributions (21)),

while the form of the model v(t;P, ψ) will certainly differ depending upon whether one has an individual or
aggregate model. In the first case the solution is given by (23) while in the latter case one could have the more
complicated form

v(t;P, ψ) = E[y(t; ·, P, ψ)|P ] =
∫

Θ

f(t; θ, P, ψ)dP (θ). (28)

Of course the computation of forward solutions to yield f(t; θ, P, ψ) could be extremely challenging (special cases
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and examples are given in [3, 5, 15, 16, 20]). However, we emphasize that the approximation and estimation
framework discussed in Section 4.1 remains unchanged.

Several open questions remain. For the NPML, the likelihood framework can be especially restrictive given
the difficulty of verifying a particular density function assumption (as in (20)) for the error random variables.
Ideally, an analog of the NPML could be defined in a framework where only the first two statistical moments
of the errors are specified. Meanwhile, for the PMF, while one only needs to specify the first two moments of
the error random variables, it is not clear that the resulting least squares estimator is consistent (this would
follow immediately if one found an equivalent likelihood formulation). There are also currently no node selection
algorithms for PMF methods, nor do we yet have any sense of whether we can impose an index limitation step
akin to that of Mallet [38].

For more traditional parametric and finite dimensional parameter estimation, methods for determining con-
fidence intervals on parameters include asymptotic methods [21, 42] and bootstrapping [18]. The issue of finding
confidence intervals becomes much more complicated once the object of interest is a probability distribution
rather than a single constant parameter. For instance, asymptotic theory requires the computation of sensi-
tivity matrices, which in the case of distribution estimation requires one to take a derivative with respect to a
probability measure. This is not an easy task since the space of probability measures is not a linear space, nor
is it finite dimensional. Previous work [10] examined the use of directional derivatives, and other work [9] has
used standard asymptotic theory to put confidence intervals on each node in the finite dimensional approxima-
tion. The Portmanteau Theorem [25, Th. 2.1], which establishes several equivalent notions of the convergence
of two probability measures, may provide useful techniques for the visualization of confidence intervals around a
probability measure. This is an important avenue for future study in order to provide robust and trustworthy
measure estimates in inverse problems. Of course, a meaningful confidence interval is premised upon a consistent
estimator, and some work is still required to prove the consistency of the PMF estimator.

Overall, we have given a general outline of model types, data types, and the methods one might use to tackle
measure estimation for a particular situation. It should be clear at this point that there is no universal method;
the particular situation and research goals will dictate the choice of estimation procedure. We hope to have
bridged some of the gap between measure estimation procedure development in statistics and that in applied
mathematics. The different methods and approaches help inform and refine understanding of each other, and
bring key questions (like consistency) into focus for all solution approaches.
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